Religious Areas of Peru

Cathedral in Cuzco: Largest Cathedral We Saw. Almost everywhere we went you had to pass it.

Same cathedral but taken from a cliff in Saqsaywaman.

Large side view of a statue of Jesus. Taken from a cliff in Saqsaywaman.

A sign from God? Just kidding, though it is neat that the Jesus statue is under a double rainbow. Arrow points to the second rainbow, in case you can't see it.
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There is no mortar holding the stones together. This indicates this place as a religious site. On a side note, the dog really wanted in the photo. This is still in Saqsaywaman.

Impressive doorway. You can even see the rainbow.

Water Temple. Both religious and functional.
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Sign Speaks for itself. The church has many murals inside. No pictures were allowed inside.

Monastery attached to the previous church.

Three crosses in the courtyard of the church. A nice representation of the crucifixion even if it is slightly out of context.

Shows how perfectly 3 adjacent temples were lined up. Amazing. An interesting point is that the three temples look almost identical.
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The temples are in the courtyard of the Spanish Cathedral.

Our guide Fidel on a sacrificial alter. Demonstrating the position the human sacrifices were mummified in.

Remains of the sacrifices were found in this natural crevice.
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Face of the God King/ God Inca

God King again